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However, after seeing Mark’s deteriorating situation, Yu Yun was undoubtedly anxious.

She had to pray in her heart, hoping that Mark could survive the disaster safely and
suppress the rioting fire-attribute forces in her body as soon as possible.

This day was painful for Mark.

But for the after-rhyme who has been guarding the side, it is also tormenting.

“How to do?”

“What the hell should I do?”

“This bastard, don’t tell me that there was an accident during retreat, how can I help
him?”

Yu Yun was anxious, and there was no longer the slightest calmness and calmness of
usual days.

After all, Yu Yun encountered this situation for the first time.

Before coming, although she had consulted relevant classics in Yezongmen, she had
mastered the skills of refining such spirit fruits.

However, the materials she consulted were all about refining in vitro, like this kind of
refining in vivo that is directly swallowed, the aftermath can be described as unheard of,
unseen.

Before Mark asked him to swallow the ice spirit fruit, Yu Yun thought she was going to
die.

But fortunately, Mark seemed to know the refining methods in his body.

In the end, with the help of Mark, she successfully refined the ice spirit fruit.

Yu Yun originally thought that since Mark could help him refine and absorb, he would be
even more okay when he refines himself.



Unexpectedly, there was an accident.

“No, if this continues, even if he doesn’t go crazy and die, he will have to die because of
lack of water.”

Looking at the “hot” young man in front of him, Yu Yun was anxious.

She knew that these “hot airs” were caused by the evaporation of the water in Mark’s
body by the fire attribute energy of the fire spirit fruit.

If he doesn’t add moisture to Mark, he will be roasted into a muck.

There was no way, the after rhyme under the anxiety, the next piece of cloth, ran to the
lake to soak, and then hurried back to the cave house, gently wipe Mark’s already
burning forehead.

One is to cool Mark’s body, and the other is to get rid of water in this way.

“Or not.”

“The energy of the Fire Spirit Fruit is too powerful.”

“This approach is tantamount to cultivating soup and stopping boiling, and it cannot
solve the problem at all.”

“We must find another way to help Mark suppress the fire attribute power in his body.”

After running a few times in a row, Yu Yun found that her method was not effective at all.

So, in the end she gave up and started thinking about other methods.

“correct.”

“This fire spirit fruit is the power of fire attributes, and the ice spirit fruit I refined has ice
attributes.”

“In other words, my true qi should have a suppressing effect on this fire attribute power.”

Soon, there was a flash of light in Yu Yun’s mind, and she immediately used her true
energy to help Mark suppress this force.

“However, if I rush the zhenqi into Mark’s body, will it cause the repulsion of the power in
his body, and then cause him to become confused?”

Yu Yun fell into entanglement again.

You know, retreat practice is most afraid of interruption.



Yu Yun was really afraid of her rash interference, which would harm Mark again.

It was in this entangled state of mind that a night passed in a blink of an eye.

When the time came to the sixth day, Mark’s condition had almost deteriorated to the
extreme.

The skin on his clothes was like a red iron, almost bleeding.

Moreover, a violent and scorching energy, Geng Cong’s body, madly spilled out.

As for Mark’s breath, it was completely messed up.

The whole person is almost on the verge of collapse.
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“No way.”

“Can’t drag anymore!”

Seeing that Mark’s situation has become more and more critical, the after-rhyme under
worry undoubtedly can’t take care of that much.

She rushed up, and immediately hit Mark’s back with her palms.

The majestic zhenqi in the dantian poured into Mark’s body without reservation.

The following facts proved that Yu Yun’s concerns were obviously over-concerned.

The power she poured into Mark’s body didn’t even have time to enter Mark’s dantian,
and was swallowed by the majestic power of the Fire Spirit Fruit.

Of course, the reason for the hesitation after rhyme refining the ice spirit fruit, the cold
power contained in her true energy also suppressed the fire attribute power of the fire
spirit fruit.

After a prolonged confrontation, the amount of violent violence in Mark’s body was really
suppressed by Yu Yun.

Seeing that the scorching aura on Mark’s body began to dissipate, and the blush on his
forehead faded like a tide, his aura gradually returned to stability.

The crisis seems to be lifted.

Everything fell into silence.



But Mark didn’t wake up. Even though that power was suppressed, it had not been
absorbed and refined by Mark.

Therefore, Mark’s cultivation continued.

Under such circumstances, Yu Yun naturally did not dare to take credit rashly.

She must continue to convey the true qi in Mark’s body to suppress the violent energy
contained in the fire spirit fruit.

It’s like using water to extinguish a fire.

The fire is not extinguished, and the water can’t stop naturally.

What Yu Yun needs to do is to use her own “water” to control the “fire” in Mark’s body
within a certain range.

Time just passed by.

Mark’s breath gradually became stronger in the process of refining the fire spirit fruit.

However, the after-rhyme’s breath gradually faded and weakened with long-term
consumption.

Human energy is limited.

Even if Yu Yun is a titled master, the power in her body will undoubtedly be exhausted.

Finally, when Mark’s practice progressed to the ninth day, Yu Yun’s physical strength
had gradually run out.

However, the fire attribute power in Mark’s body is still majestic and vigorous.

Seeing, Yu Yun couldn’t hold it anymore.

“No, I have to think of a solution.”

Yu Yunqiao’s face was pale, her forehead was already covered with cold sweat because
of physical exhaustion, and her eyes turned black.

Obviously, her physical strength has reached its limit. The true energy in the dantian had
already dried up.

To be able to survive until now, Yu Yun has almost relied on willpower.

She knew that if there was no good way to take her back, Mark would definitely
reappear in the previous situation, and would eventually die in flames.



“By the way, there is also the Yinlong body.”

“The Yin Dragon body also has a suppressing effect on the fire attribute power.”

“As long as I urge the Yinlong body, relying on the Yinlong power emanating from my
body, I will definitely be able to suppress the power of the Fire Spirit Fruit.”

After thinking of this, Yu Yun did not hesitate at all.

Immediately he took off his dress and used the only little strength in his body to activate
the Yinlong body.

Ouch~

A low-pitched dragon chant resounded throughout this cave.

I saw the blue glow on the skin of Yuyunruyu. Behind, there is an illusory dragon shadow
flickering.

Aroused the after rhyme of the dragon body, the whole person’s temperament appeared
to be colder,

Just like the nine-day fairy in Guanghan Palace, misty and dusty.

Afterwards, it was just like when he and Mark repaired the dragon’s body in the old
house of the Chu family.
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